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1PRBIFACS.
Since the commercial introduction of the principle of the rotary
magnetic fie]^ as developed by Tesla in his two-phase inductior ir.otor,
rapid strides have been made in the application of this type of motor
to all industrial fields of v;ork. It has therefore to-day become an
important factor in the development and utilization of alterhatinp, cur-
rents of electilcity.
The work herein outlined Yras taken up vi'ith the idea of investigat-
ing the periorm.ance of variously wound rotors in a given combination
of -.vindings of the stator field of a General Electric 3-phg,se:i60 cycle
550 volt 2 1. P. induction: meteor. The scope of this oirbline and the
constructive vfork and windings necessary to carry it out
.
apparent ly
called for the expenditure of more time than was available. Such being
the case the Y/riter directed his attention to the investigation of the
com.iEercial type of machine above specified.
The object was in general to secure a series of results regarding
the performance and efficiency determination of this machine for the
first time. Experiments Yiere made with this object in view urder norm-
al operating condit ions , star connected stfltor at voltages ranging frfem
550 normal to 500 volts. Simiilar experiments were made with delta con-
nected stater at 317.5 and 289.3 volts corresponding to 550 and^ 500
volts star connected. Furthermore, special investigations were made to
determine the distribution of miagnetic flux in stator field Viith open
secondary circuits; and the usual no load characteristics of the m.achine
vdth star connected stator and voltage varying from 500 to SO volts.
The general performance of the motor vms therefore determined by a
series of runs under fixed imroressed volt/age condit ions and variable
loads, in all cases of three phase vvork up to break down load. This
series of results includes, poTier factor, true and apparent efficiency
determinations, speed and slip, torque and current, and several interest-
ing deductions and conclusions therefrom. Special studies v^ere made
of the reacl^ance, impedance and equivalent resistance under various op-
erating conditions of load and phase displacement at given fixed volt-
ages.
Among some of the interesting conclusions to be drav/n from this
?;ork the follov/ing may be briefly indicated,
1. The starting was alTjays sluggish. Sometimes this was due to
the fact that the voltage at the machine terminals invariably dropped
froii, 550 volts to about 370 volts owing to throwing an excessive in-
.UlUCi
ii
diict".iv8 log.cl on bo the generator. This slu^f^ish starting Bas not en-
tirely overcoi'ie by using the Lotor on a generator vdlfh^^reserve power.
The starting ourrent' ',vas under all 3onditions greater than maxiinum op-
srat i ng current
.
2. The slip is excessive, running in sorne cases as high as 10 per
cent,, for rated full load. The average slip at that load Tjas about 8
per cent.
3. Connecting the stator delta seeiiis to flatten all characteristic
curves of performance as compared 7fith those of the performance vfhen
connected star.
4. The true efficiency reached SO per cent., at noriiial load, but was
j
not usually well -Jiaintained. The a}parent efficiency reachad 88 to 70
per cent., at full load.
The power factor reached in some instances 87 per cent,:, and ?7as.
maintained at So per cent., from SO per eent.,under to 20 percent ., over
1 oad
.
-5. The break down load for normal 550 volts was abojjt 155. per cent,,
of full loadjbut it reached a Eiaximum of 165 per cent., pi7evious to
breaking down, in the same experiment as seen in Plate XIX.
8. This miotor will not stand, for any considerable length :qf time,
the heating consequent to applying normal 550 volts with the rotor
)jlocked,a3 it should do if it was a well designed transformer.

iii
SYLLABUS
INDUCTION MOTOR.
I.DETSLOPJ.?SNT OF THE INDUCTION MOTOR. HISTORY.
-Prcdnct ion of the rotary or rotating magnetic fields, 1,S and S-
pha ss
,
-Interaction of magnetic field upon its induced current in conductor,
(a) Spinning discs of Babbage, Ar go, Faraday; ivattmeter disc.
(b) EiJcdy currents in spinning discs of copper or aluminum.
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-EbxIj types of induction motors : 1, S, and S-phise.
-Examples of principles of induction motors in wattmieters.
II. THEORY AND PRINCLPLSS.
-General principles underlying the action of induction m:otor.
-Relation of induction motor
(a) to Alternating current transformers
(b) to Direct current shunt motor.
-Theory and principles of spite ial types of induction motors.
(a) Single -ph as e : Br own , ?Jagner
.
(b) 2-phase=Ferraris, Tesla;
(c) o-phasej General Electric.
III. CLASSIFICATION.
-General. Rotary induction apparatus vfnich consists of prim.ary and
secondary windings, rotat ing v/ith respect to each other , comprising:
(a) Induction motors;
(b) Induction generators;
(c) Frequency changes;
(d) Rotary phase converters.
-Induction motors with variable resistance in armature ot rotor.
-Induction miotors with short-circuited armiatures, squirrel --cage rotors.
IV BLEIMEKTS OF DESIGN.
-Allo7;ances, constants and coefficients;
(a) Leakage, Leakage factor and air gap
(b) Inductance of s tat or and rotor.
-Electric and magnetic circuits of m.achine.
-Core losses, hysteresis and eddy currents.
-Copper losses.
(a) Equivale-nt resistance for calculating clipper losses';

iv
(b) Value of the rcethod.
(c) Pependence upon voltage load, frequency etc.
5, -Mechanical and structural details.
V. CONSTRUCTION.
1, -Electrical details, vjindings:, diagrams, insulation, etc.
2. -magnetic considerations, laminat ion of cores, balance of rotor, etc.
0. -Mechanical and structural details; static and dynamic balance' of rotor.
4. -Descriptions of induction motors in commercial use.
5. -Accessories;
(a) Phase splitting devices for single motors
(b) Starting and sv;itching-in arrangements, compensators.
(c) Variable speed control, mult i-speed motors.
(d) Use of resistance, inductance and ca. acity in starting and
control.
VI. INSPECTION.
1. -Mechanical, electrical and magnetic.
VII. OPl^RATION
1. -Starting;
(a) tffect and value of start in':5 devices.
(b) Torque
(c) Current.
2. -Funcb ional working: normal and overload conditions.
3. -Effect of varying impressed E. M. F. on -starting and operation over-
loaded,
4. -Capacity of 2-and S-phise m^achine operated single phase.
5. -Reversal of 2-and 3-phase .motors.
6. -Faulty working and remedies.
7. -Influence of frequency, speed and slip; variable speed performance.
8. -Regulation, control of voltage; effect on lighting circuits.
VIII. PERFORMANCE AND TESTING.
1. -Principles and methods emiployed; electrical. magnetic, mechanical.
2, -Errors
,
precaut ions, precision of measurements
.
^..-Effect of variables on perf ormaoce; voltage, frequency, phase shift-
ing etc.
4.
-Funct ional perf oraance; characteristics, losses, efficiency , etc
.
5 .. -S t art i n g per i ormia nc e
.
(a)Starting and crossing devices;
(b )Current
(c )Torque, etc.
6.
-Electrical characteristics of performance; Current, E.M.F, power, povf-
er factor;true ef f icienGy,appa.raent efficiency, torque efficiency.

Vphase difference.
(a ) Lo3ses, cieteriTiinstior and separation of.
(b ) Impressed E.M.F. dependence upon, of the f ollov/ing: rcaximuin
torque, slip, pov;er, power factor, efficiencies, and various lo'.sses
(c) Frequency . -dependence upon, of speed, maximum torque, slip.
(d) Current values; magnetizing current, idle or wattless current,
starting current, induced rotor currents,
7. -?*agnetic deteriDinations; induct ion, leakage, leakage factor, air gap,
core losses, etc.
,
8. -Performance, general characteristics of , electiical,m.agnetic and me-
chanical
(a) DedrD3t ions and conclusions froE behaviour, performance
and test.
(b) Do results of test corroborate principles of action and
constants used in design?
IX.BFECIAL STUDIES OF THE INDUCTION MOTOR.
1. Analysis of action of induction motor , application of diagrams, etc.
S. -Establishment of lav/s of induction motors, electrical, magentic and
Fiechanical.
3. -Phase splitting and phase shifting devices.
4. -Induction iriotor or I'.n induction Generator.
5. -Ocnco.tenat ion of induction motors.
6. -Irduct ion motor \es. frequency changlng- transf orraer
.
7. -Influence of vrave form upon" iroi.i Iokkh?-' .'.^tr:
.
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mF> BEHAVIOR OP A ROTOR IN A THREE-PHASE FIELD
Chapterl.
Art.l. This subject resolves itself into the behavior of a three-
phase induction inotor as one of the principal elements of such invest-
igation. This being the case, ajl^rief reviev^ vjill be made of the general
characteristics of induction riOtors,and then methods of operation, lead-
ing up to ^the three-phase sotor in particular.
The special type of motor herein investigated was a General
Electric, 2 ho^e po^er
,
S-phase, 60 cycle, 550 volt induction motor, vfith
a synchronous spjced of 1800 R.P.Iv'. (see sheets on mechanical and elect-
rical data) page /.
MEGHAKICAL AND BLBCTRIOAL DATA ON
General Electric, 2 horse pov/er, S-phase, 60 C5icle,550 volt Induct io|
Motor.
Manufacturer's do.
Type of machine
Number of poles
Capacity H.P,
Speed R, P. " .no load
Speed R .P, LI. full load
Frequency in cycles.
Volts, normal
Current full load
Current , no load, Amp,
Rotor.
Peripheral velocity-ft .per sec.
Length parallel to shaft
Diameter over all
Diameter 6f core, internal
Length of core, overall
Thickness of Laminae
Width of slots
Depth of slots
Num.ber of slots
Width of t coth at surface
2055
ff= Type l,forr:i E, class 4-2-1800
4
2
ISOO
1600
60
550 -S-phase
2. 6 amperes
0.95 amperes.
785
12 1/4"
10"
6 1/2"
5 1/2"
f22 B&S wire guage
0.436"
0.62'
36
.436"

1
Size of wire
3
NuDiber of coils per slot 1
Number of conductors per slot 2
Number of burns per coil 1
Spider 3 blaaes
Thickness of spider olaae o / on
Number of turns in multiple
Air gap 0. Oo"
Diagram of connection and vvindi-ng(se s riat. e vilj
Stator.
External diameter 16 1/2"
Resistance par pli£S5e,to neutral l^g A S.72 ohms; leg AB 13.37 ohms
" B 6,65 " ; " BC 13.20 "
" G 6.55 " ; " AC 13. ^iV "
Internal diameter 10. 1''
Length of core o.d5"
Thickness of Laminae B&S wire guage
Number of slots 24
Width of slots 0. 76?
Miath of tooth EL sun ace 0.76"
Polar embrace c60
Length 01 polar arc O A OSO
No, of poles in series per phase 4-
No. coils on stator 24
" " " per slot 1
" " " " per phase per pole C
" " " " in series per phaseS
Length of stator case parallel to
shaft. 13"
Diagram of connection and v;inding (see Plate V and VI).
Art. 2 The early advantages of a motor for use on alternating current
circuits, especially for single phase ,was made manifest before the prop-
erties of alternating circuits T.'ere fully known. Soon after the advent
of alternating current distribution for lighting, with its great saving
in copper, it vfas feasable to get current almost anyvjbere in any tov/n of
5000 inhabitants or more. After a. number of such single phase motors
had been tried and found wanting, the electrical supply houses became
suspicious of them and early thought that an alternating current motor
would not v/ork v/ith any degree of satisfaction. Nevertheless many
such motors are in successful operation today, a fact 7,'hich proves that

Othe forrr.er false notions Vvere $r«oundless.
Art, 3 The first single phase, alternating current iriotors v/ere made
and designed along the same general lines as the direct current motors^
As series motors, the commutator was difficult to design for successful
opdrat ion, sparking badly and soon being ruined. This made an added ex-
pense in keeping motors v/ell supplied v/ith good commutators, a consider-
ation not to be neglected. Moreover, the element of self -induction, not
j
prominent in direct current working, roade itself felt to an alarming de-
gree in the attempt to control the field excitation of these alternat-
ing current motors. Gradually it was recognized by designers and build-
ers that the successful alternating current motor could only be obtain-
ed by other methods.
Art, 4. The synchronous motor Y/as early developed. The difficulty of
starting was a great inconvenience, Vihen once it dropped out of step,
or lost its synchronous speed, it would step. This made a new start nec-
essary every time a casualty occurred. This type of motor, however , has
many useful characteristics and occupies an important place in alternat--
ing distribution and transmission which it wou4d be difficult, if not
impossible to fill by any other scans now known without losing some gooc,
qualities. For instance, in all operations requiring uniformity of speec
this motor is unexcelled.
Art, 5. In almost all modern induction motors , advantage is taken of th(!
principle of the rotating field, Faraday long ago shewed by his well
known disc experiment that such a conductor as a disc or cylinder re-
volving in a magnetic field generated a current,and that the applied
effort to produce rotation was evidently opposed by some force. Since
this disc is retarded in its rotation by the field it implies that if
it was stationary and the field caused to revolve thsre would be the
similar opposition to the relative motion between the disc and the fieliji.
If, however, the disc is allowed to 'revolve and the field made a rotating;
one as in the previous consideration, the disc will rotate. It has been
found in practice that the disc or slotted cylinder, sometimes called a
squirrel cage armature, revolves at a somewhat lower speed than that of
the rotating field; the difference between the two speeds being denot-
ed as "slip." It is evidently immaterial whether the actual poles, nortlji
and s, cut h, revolve as in the earliest experimental machine with permaneiii|;
magnet poles or whether the poles of the soft iron field cores induced I
by the alternating flux result in an equivalent rotation as in a two-
phase rotating field of a Tesl'^j, motor
,
Art. 6. Tesla was the first to bring into commercial use the above
principle of the rotating field. A simple experimental machine similar

4to the one from which he developed the comrnerciaj one inay be made by
wrapping a soft iron anchor ring with four coils as in the diagrain of
fig. 1, plate 1.
Coils A and B are connected as though continuous that the direct-
ion of the lines of force may be as indicated in f ig. Informing artifi-
cial north and south pole K'S'. Coils C and are similarly connected
to f orm^iniilar artificial north and south poles N"S" at right angles
with the foriTier pair. Now, if an alternating current is sent through
coils AB the induced field N'S' will be an alternating one with alter-
nating flux distribution. Similarly send an alternating current throug|
C and D differing in phase by 90° vfith that impressed on coils A and B
and assumed behind that of the current in AB.
The flux distribution in coils AB and CD vrill rise and fall in
quadratare sin-ilar to the assumed sine wave variations of impressed E.
M.F. of the ceils repsectively. Whj?n, therefore, AB has a maximum flux
there is no flux in CD and the field is asg- indicated by the arrov/ N'S'.
As the flux in.AB dies away to zero that in CD increases from zero to
a maximum, so that the resultant field N'S' is gradually rotated toward
N"S" until the flux in AB is zero and that in CD is a maximum. Then
the flux in AB gradually increases to a negative maximum while that in
CD returns to . zero. . Therefore; '-/ne . posit ion of the resultant field NS
is gradually rotated .making a complete cycle. A conductor such as a
disc or . slotted . cylinder
.
placed in this field will be. rotated and the-
oretically at the same . frequency . as the impressed energy. This prin-
ciple is. applied in almost . all - polyphase; induct ion motor operations.
Art. 7. To. apply it directly to the S-phase field, consider the dia-
gram on plate II. The case of a three-phase rotating field is similar
but not quite so simple. Fig.f Plat elTI. shows three curves, representing
the rise and fall through one cycle of three magnetic fluxes produced
by three coils which are supplied by alternating currents differing in
phase 130°. The cycle has been divided into 16 equal intervals indieat
ed by numerals. If these coils are mounted on a single core and dis-
placed angularly 120° as indicated in fig.S plate III, the three phase
currents supplied to them will produce a rotating field .just as the two
phase current did. One quarter cycle ^ill be sufficinet to deinonstrate
this.
At the beginning of the cycle the -coil A produces no flux. As-
sume that the current through B is in such a direction as to produce
a flux in the direction of arrow b,and that the current through coil C
produces a flux indicated by the arrow c. Assume strength of flux to
be prop a?tional to the strength of the current, and that the maximum

5stren|th of the flux produced by any one coil is 100,000 lines, i^t
the beginning of the cycle all the flux is due to B md C which produce
each a flux of Bsin60°>«10C000 or Csinl2C°xl00000=86, 608 lines. It is
'
evident that the angular displacement between these two fluxes is only
60°. The combination of the fluxes is indicated by the extreme left
hand diagram of fig 4,4late III, which is marked o to correspond with
the numbering of the intervals in fig. 1, plate III. B and C represent
the two individual fluxes and R the resultant. This Resultant is
150000 lines. Axo-i-(Bsin60°xcos30° )+(Csinl2C°-cos3C° )=loOOOO.
At the expifcation of the first interval of the cycle the coil A produc-
es a miignetic flux from left to ri^ht as indicated by arrow a fig.?.,
plate III. This flux is indicated in fig. 4, plate III by the sector A,'
and its strength is 38,161 lines. The strength of the flux from coil
B has increased to 99,144 lines and the strength of the flux C has di-
minishedtc 60876 lines. The resultant of the fluxes B and C is indicated
by the broken line r. Combining this sector with sector A by the par-
allelogram law gives the resultant R the length of v;hich indicates a
flux of 150000 lines. The direction of the resultant has been shifted
1/16 of a circle. The diagrams marked 2,3 and 4 in fig. 4, plate III,
show the com.bination of the three fluxes at the separation of the seconji
third and fourth period of the cycle, the i ourth,Tevolut ion completing
a quarter revolution of the field. In each case the resultant of B and
C is indicated by broken line r and this is combined with A to form R
which is always 150000 lines of force. Between the second and third
intervals the flux from coil C comes to zero and reverses, see lowest
curve, f ig. 1, plate III. At the expiration of the third interval, there- •:
fore, the polarity of this flux will be opposite to its former sign, so
that the t^^ctor C will be jrlotted on the opposite side of the point of
origin in diagram S,f ig. , 4, plate III. The angular displacement of the
two fluxes B and C is now 180° instead of 60°. The application of a
scale would show that the resultant R remiains constant.
The principal characteristics of the rotating field are as followsr
1. If two or more coils arranged with their centres coincident and theij*
planes displaced till the included angles are ail equal, be excited by
individual and equal alternating current s, differing by 1/x of i: cycle,
X being the number of coils, the magnetic fluxes produced by the coils
will combine to form a resultant field v^hich will revolve uniformly
about the centre of the coils in a plane of rotation at right angles
with the plane of the coils.
2. The resulting flux will not be alternating, but will remain constant
at a magnitude equal to x/2 times the maximum value of the alternating

6flux produced by any one coil.
S. The rate at v/hich the resultant raaj^netic field rotates will be equal
to the frequency of the excitin.g currents.
4. Should the currents not foLIa^ the sine law or should be unequal in
value,the resultant nia^,netic flux will not be constant, but will vary be4. -
tween x/2a and x/Sz,vfhere a and z represent the maxiDiUKi values of the
strongest and weakest fluxes respectively.
The rotation of the field will be irregular , being more rapid in some
parts than in other parts of a cycle. The average rate, however, will
remain the same as the frequency of the exciting currents.
Art. 8, As before stated, the induction motor may be looked upon as a
motor in which rotation is produced by a rctating field causing a short
circuited conductor or combination of conductors to rotate within its
induced field.
The induction motor may also be considered; as an alternating current
transformer , The transformer and the induction motor as two limiting
cases of the general alternating current transformer. In the first, only
the transfer of electrical energy from the primary to the secondary is
made use of, the primary and secondary coils being held rigidly in place
with respect to each other. In the second case only the transfer of
mechanical en crgy f roin primary to secondary is made use of, the second-
ary coils being closed upon themselves.
The result of the relative motion between primary and secondary is
that the E.I'.F.'s in the secondary are not of the same frequency as tha;.
of the E.M.P.'s iiiipressed upon the primary. The frequency of the E.M..
P.'s in the secondary is the difference between the frequency impressed
upon the primary and the frequency of rotation exoressed in electrical
cycles, or is equal to the slip meaxured in cycles. In most well design-
ed motoys the slip for full IqbA is not more than 10^^.
Art. 9. When starting a direct current , shunt motor, there is a heavy
rush of current in thi? armature. Generally this is dissipated in the
usual starting-box resistances which are put into the external circuit.
A similar action takes place when starting an induction motor. In the
armature of the direct current , shunt motor, there is a counter E.I.5.F..
generated, due to the wire cutting the lines of force of the shunt field,
The mechanical work of the motor is against this counter E.M.F. This
action also hss a parallel in the induction motor. Alternating E.M.P.s
are generated in the primary by the induced currents in the revolving
secondary winding. This alternating E.M.P.is similar to the counter
E.M.P.of the direct current , shunt motor in that in both motors the
.speed falls off as the load is increased and no other change of oper-

7atin^$ conditions is made.
Art. 10. Induction "motors are now made with an efficinecy over 80^3^ in
sizes of from one to one thousand horse }ov/er. It mi.^.ht be said,hov/-
ever,that this efficiency is only obtained by the use of ^jovr frequencies
Motors of 1/2 and 1/4 H.P.are on the market and are $ivin$ ef f ic: encies ji
of 65 to 75^ Tjhen used on 130 cycles circuits, I
The power factors also are much better than those cf early machines^i
owing to refinements in design and construction of magnetic and elect,-
ric circuits and increase v^ith load in about the same manner as efficiei
cy curves. Hovrever,to obtain a high efficinecy sacrifice must be made
in vower factor as such given conditions. There evidently be a goid-
promise between vjhit may be reasonably expected in the '.7ay of efficiency
and pO:V'er fact cr. Hence the t\'}0 most iFivortant factors in the economic
consideration of induction Eiachines as motors are power factors as re-
lated to the Eiechanical efficiencies. This -i'.$ best represented by the
product of the pov^er factor and efficiency, thus giving an average curve
knoY/n as apparent efficiency. Such values as 70 to 75^ have been reach"
ed for apparent efficiency in well designed cotors.
The unavoidable variations in speed is an important item in consid-
ering the service which the rnctor is to render. Such slip ranges usual-
ly from 4 1/2 to 7 l/2y> of normal speed at full load. This is not ob-
jectionable in almost all cases where the induction motor may be suc-
cessfully used. It is comparable to the ordinary slip of belt in ord-
inary use.
Starting conditions. The ordinary starting torque of induction mot-
ors does not differ materially from that of direct current motors. In
smai!-! motors 2 to 2 1/2 full load torque may be had at starting. In
larger ones 3 1/2 to 4 times full load torque may be expected at start-
ing. .
In mi^iy cases induction motors are in successful use ?7here variable
speed is required, especially for hoists, lifts, etc. This is discussed
later on.
Art. 11. Induction motors have reached such a state of perfection that
they surpass the direct current motors in efficiency and in the ease
with which they can be handled even by inexperienced persons. They are
not easily deranged and require no more attention than a pullsi^s the
only wearing parts are the journals. They have no commutator and only
those for variable controls have 3:lip rings. These motors are v^ell a-
dapted to places where continuous running is required and where relia-
bility is a necessity as in news printing offices and such like. The
fact that they are always ready to be thrown into service fits them for

light vf crk in such places is in private houses for purnps, machine shops
and in many other places where lately the gasoline engine has been re-
ceiving such marked mot ice.
The advantages of the usual ^lyphase induction motor may be summed
up in the follo/ring:
No commutator No collector rings
No sparking No flashing
.
No burning No turning tools necessary
No danger from fire. No brushes
No bucking
No delicate mechanism to cause trouble, delay and loss.
Substantial construction. Winding completely enclosed.
Durability Minimum attendance.
Minimum cost of maintenance. Economy
No dam.age usually if overl'oaded and stopped for a fe?/ seconds.
Can not run a?7ay if load is throvni off.-
Reliability. Safety.

9Chapter II.
Operation of the Induction f'otor.
Art. IS, It is easier to explain the action of an induction motor by
considering it in the light of the rotary field. In this case we have
E.W^ set up in the secondary on account of the relative motion betv/een
field and conductor just as in direct current machines. Viewed from
this light, it is seen that the induced B.K.F.in the secondary varies
directly as the slip. The current in the secondary varies inversely
as its impedance. Prom these considerat ions, the starting current vdll
be the heaviest ?ihich the machine 77ill have to stand, unless the resis-
tance in the secondary is changed. At first glance it v^ould seem that
since the current in the secondary is greatest at starting, therefore
the torque should be greatest at starting. This ,ho77ever, is not the casf
as will be seen after a little consideration. In order to have the ef-
ficiency as high as possible there must be very sm.all resistance in the
secondary, otherv/ise the I R losses vdll be larger. The ire .quency- in the
secondary curcfirft will be out of phase with its E.M.B'.thus giving a
small power factor and therefore small torque. This is one of the
chief troubles with induction motors unless special pt?ecaution is takr
en to prevent it. This may be overcom.e by inserting noninductive re-
sistances into the secondary circuit either externa] 'to the machine or
within the rotor. To be sure^this cuts down the current, but on the oth-
er hand, the insertion of this resistance brings the remaining current
more into phase with(its S.M,F. In this way a heavy starting torque is
obtained. The insertion of the resistance in the secondary has also
another effect which is of great value. If we consider the motor as an
alternating current tfransf orme^r, then it is evident that with a closed
secondary the cu-':rent drawn from the line is esceedingly large. By the
use of this resistance we have a small current in the secondary and
consequently a sraa)ILer cUuTent in the primary. The mere fact that the
current drawn from the line is heavy at starting is not so objectionably
as the fact that it is always a heavy lagging cuiirent. The power fact-
or may be as low as 0.3 to 0.5 or even lower under exceptional circum-
stances. The tendency of this heavy lagging current to demagnetize the
fields of the generator and this makes the regulation poor over the en-
tire system. Of course to be efficient in operation this resistance
must be switched out when the'ir.otor is up to speed.
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Art.lr:., The torque is involved as am importanb factor in the study
of induction rioters, /^s the load is thrown on, the speed gradually
drops off. In other vjordl'jjihe slip is enough to cause a sufficiently
high induced E-.M.P. in the secondary to force the necessary Induced
current through the rotor coils to overcome this torque. As the slip
rarely excisds 10^:,tke frequency in the secondary is sirall and conse-
quently its current under working conditions is dependent to a large
extent upon its resistance.
Si-ice e definite energy current is required under any given con-
ditions to overcome the torque, it follows that vjith lo\7 resistance sec-
ondaries the slip will be less for any given change in the load than
with those of higher resistances, i . e. the less the slip the less the
resistance of the secondary and the greater the slip the greater is the
resistance of the secondary. This leads at dnce to the theory of one
type of variable speed induction motors.
Viith increasing load, the slip of the rotor increa.ojes or it inay
be said vdth increasing slip coines inc^reasing torque down to a slip
corresponding to maximurji torque. At this pointcf load and slip the
torque begins to decrease again; that is, as soorjp..s with increasing load
and therefore increasing slip, the motor pa5:ses the point of iriaximum
torque it begins to fall down to a standstill. Also the torque of a
irotor when starting from rest increases with increasing speed until the
point of Eaxirnuni torque is reached. Frorn there towards synchronisii: thei
torque decreases again.
_
ii
FroF: this it is seen that the curve of speed and torque is un-
stabj^ below ffiaximuin torque. This part of the curve, therefore, can not
be investigated on account of its unstability unless the motor is load-
ed with an apparatus whose counter torque increases iriore rapidly with
the speed than the torque of the motor does.
In general, the iriaxiiiiuin torque is between standstill and synchron-
ism and soriiewhat ijearer synchronise; the exception being vjhen the Kotor
has very high secondary resistance, in which case the torque may increes*;
froiii synchronism to standstill.
The position of niaxirjunr. torque inay be varied by varying the re-
sistance of the secondary circuit. From the fact that the slip at max-
imuir torque is directly proportional to the ssconda-^y resistance, it
follows that very constant speed and high efficiency will bring niaxi-
muir. torque near synchronisin and give a low starting torque, while good
starting torque means a rriaxiwuin torque point at low speed, that is,
a
motor with poor speed regulation and poor efficiency, which is feery un-
desirable.
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Thus bo combine hij^h efficiency close speed regulation and large
starting torque the secondary resistance mu-st be varied during the op-
eration of the motor. This is the actual condition in the case of a
motor made by the General Elec'..ric Go. , in v/hich the starting resistance
is on the interior of the rotor and is operated by a button and rod in
the shaft which is hollov; to receive it. This form is in marked con-
trast to their form K of squirrel cage rotor.* The motor should be
started with high armature resistance and this cut out as far as pos-
sible as the riiotor gets up to speed, and is all cut out vfhen the motor
is up to normal speed.
Art, 14. The starting torque varies almost directly as the square
of the impressed voltage. This could not be completely corroborated
in these tests ov/ing to the fact that with the small generator used
the heavy lagging current caused the impressed voltage to drop very
much. The break down load follows s, jproximately the same law. This
has been approximately corroborated by these experiments.
Art. 15. The operation of three-phase induction motors, as single
phase Fcotors is sometimes necessary. If a three phase motor has its
impressed voltage raised about 30 per cent., and is then run ss a sin,^
gle phase motor it will break down at about 75 per cent.:, of its former
break down load as a 3-phase motor. A one-horse power, 85 volt.,S-phase
motor ordinarily takes about 8 amperes per leg at full load. The same
size 110 volt single phase motor takes about 16 am.peres. A three phase
l.o H.F. motor designed for 85 volts with a break down of S H.P.wijl be
a 1 H.F. single phase motor with a ma^im.um. output of 1.5 H.F.
Art. 15. The direction in a polyphase motor may be reversed by re-
versing one pair of terminals. Upon noticing the rotating' field of a
polypha5'e motor it is seen that if any one leg is reversed the direct-
ion of rotation of the field is reversed, for that leg then is increas-
ing toward a negative m.aximum while at the same relative point of the
cycle at. which^, bef ore reversing^ it was increasing toward a positive
m.aximum, thus the point of positive m.aximum flux will rotate in the op-
posite direction. Similarly , f or a three-phase induction motor.
Art. 17. The speed control of induction motors is accom.plished in
various ways. The chief objection to the introduction of induction
motors into railw^iy service is the difficulty of getting variable
speed with complete control of the same. It has been shown before that
the slip is greater for any given load if the resistance of the second-
''^General iillectric Companjr, Schenectady , K.Y
See their bulletin «4243,page 5.
I
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ary is increased, 'This affords one method of speed variation. Another
way is to rediice the impressed voltage to reduce the speed, but this de-
creases the output very much as before stated, and gives only a sli,!3ht
speed control. The most effective inethod of varying speed is by a
commutating field controlled for equivalent series parallel control.
In this T/ay the primary stator coils sre made of such a number, as 33,
that be certain external connections the stator. may have an equivalent
polar distribution at any given frequency as 60 cycles such that speed
somevjhat similar to the following may be obtained:
16 poles 225 R.P.M.
8 " 450 "
4 " • SCO "
2 " 1800 "
Art. IS. The regulation of lighting circuits is materially affected
by' the use of induction motors on these circuits. Induct ion^ should
not, except in extraordinary cases be used on lighting circuits. In
such cases vvhenever possible bhey should be operated in connection
v<ith condensers or their equivalents in such a vvay as to have their
lagging v/attless components of current neutralized by the leading 7/att-
less components due to the condensers.
At present , since com.m.orcial condensers have net yet been produced
at a sufficiently low cost for general use, it may be said that almost
v/ithcut exception induction motors should never be used on lighting
circuits except 7;hen their effect is neutralized by synchronous motors.
This is evident vjhen it is remembered that the candle pc.ver of an in-
candescent laup varies as the fifth povv^cr of the " impressed voltage.
All the injurious effects of lagging currents are sure to accompany
the use of induction motors unless some such means, is taken to over-
come them. One of the chief means employed as well as the most effect-
ive now known is to operate in parallel with the induction motors^ over-
excited synchronous motors as above indicated. The wattless com.ponent
of syach_ronous motor can be m.ad3i wholly to neutralize the lagging watt-
less com.ponent of 'the induction motors.
By these means the operation of induction motors can be carried on
v/ithout unnecessary variations of voltage and heavy I^R losses caused
by the displaced currents in the line. Regulation in such instances
is usually accomplished by the simple hand adjustment of the field
excitation of the synchronous motor.
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CONSTRUCTION.
Art. 19. The v/indings on an induction motor ars usually distribut-
ed. By this it is understood that there are usually no salient poles.
This gives a .ore even distribution of the rotating flux* The varietie|^
of v;indings, hov/ever, are many and depend much upon circumstances. The
usual arrangement for Ji'ulti-speed motors is to have such a number of
coils that they may be connected to form 3,4, 6, 8, 10, 12, etc :poles,a3
indicated for 2, 4, and 8 pole stator on plates IV. and fig. 1,2. l/ulti-
speed changes are usually, however , fixed aloquoit parts such as 1/2,1/4,
1/8,1/15 etc of normal speed. The least number of cffiils necessary
may be easily determined arithmetically. For a machine to be supplied
from a three-phase circuit the number of coils necessary is obviously
three coils per pole or some multiple of this number. For example con-
sider that for speed control it is desired to have such a number of
coils that by. change of connections the number of poles may be 2,4,6,
8,10 or 12, thus giving six speeds.
The least number of coils for a 2 pole connection is 2><3=6ccils.
!! !! I! n ri ti ir / ii ir !i 4x3=ip. "
H 1! !1 U n V !' 2 " " " 6^3=18 "
II n n II n n v. c ii ii n 8x3=24 "
!! II !! I! !! I! H-j^r) if !l H 10x3=30 "
I! 11 II II H n n !i I! lgxS=3o "
The smallest number of coils necessary v.'ill evidently be the
least coii^mon multiple of 6, 12, 18, 24, 30, and 36,77hich is 380 coils. 3oi
is also a multiple of 9,15,45,80 and 120. But since these numbers must
be divided by 'three(three phases or three coils per pole)to get the
number of poles obtained by the combination, the numbers 9,15 and 45
must be left out for there can not be an odd number of poles in the
machine. The poles must be in pairs. Since it is necessary to have
380 coils for the desired combinations v;e also have com.binations to
give a 20 and a 40 pole winding, siiice 380 divided by 3 gives a number
v/hich cbntains 20 and 40 an even number of times.
This is a greater range than is usually attempted, however. Usual-
ly 2,4, 8, and 13 pole combinations are the only ones attempted. Thi^i.
can be accomplished with 48 coils for a three phase winding.
The same care is taken with the insulation as in the case of an
ordinary transformer. The primary in the case of induction m.otors is
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subject to the higher voltmle. The voltage in the secondary is usually
very lov* so the insulation there is not so impol^rtant a factor.
The vjindings on the secondary are of varies types according to
what the nio'oor is designed for. Variable resistance is sometimes to
be inserted into the secondary as in the case of the armature forr/i L
of the General Electric Co., referred to. The most usual fovrp is the
squirrel cage where no rotor resistance is called for. This is simply
a number of copper bars arranged parallel to the axis and all connected
by a ring of predetermined resistance at the ends. This makes a very
low resistance secondary.
Sometimes the primary windings are the movable ones and sometimes
the secondary Viindings are. The advantage of having the secondary
windings stationary is that external resistance may more easily be in-
troduced into circuit. The voltage to be applied may be varied by
connecting cails in series or in psrallel. For instance, a 550 volt
motor 7/ith £ coils in series per phase per pole may be used on a 275
volt circuit by using instead of one circuit of eight coils in series
ti70 circuits in parallel , each of which has four coils in series.
*rt.2C. The magnetic circuits are iirrpcrtant considerations in
these machines. To have a low magnet izat^n^ current it is necessary
to make "the air gap as small as possible. This is done by having a
toothed construction rotor virtually g^n iron clad type. Since "there
is no wire esternal to the teeth it is easy to irake this gap a minimum
limited only by mechanical considerations. -All the magnetic circuits
have an alternating flux, therefore it is necessary to laminate both
rotor and stater. The greater care, however, must be exercissd in the
lamination of the primary for the frequency in -the secondary varies
directly as the slip and as this is usually small as compared with
synchronous speed the iron los.ses will be much smaller in the second-
ary than in the primary.
The high rate of speed at which these rotors revolve necessitelSis
much care in mechanically balancing them to insure perfect dynamic
bal^ace for given normal speeds. They must be in good static and dyn-
amic balance.

CHAPTER V.
PERPOEly'ARCE AKD TESTJI^G.
Art.?!!. The machine vfnich vfas usod in these tests was a General
Electric three-phase induction liiot or for 55C volts at 60 cycles. (See
Art-1), In order to have the voltage unl^er control, it is necessary
to run this ir.otor froTr, a separate machine. As generator a 10 Kfei/West-
in?5house rotary converter vras used. Its frequency vjas av/out 85. (See
Thesis -Perforirance of a 10 Kv; Rotary Converter by M. V.Stewart, Univers-
ity of Illinois, 19G1. ) To regulate the voltage a resistance v/as in-
serted into the field circuit of the rotary. The current' was generat-
ed at avout 440 volts S-phase and transformed by a pair of Scott trans-
f or^ners to 550 volts 3-phi.ise. For mechanical and Electrical data of
motor, see Afct.l,
^
Art. SB. The general^cf tests 7;as to first explore the field of the
stator and next obtain brake tests for various scltages with connect-
ions of the stator star and delta.
An unv/ound rotor or secondary 7?as provided. At first it ?;as in-
tended to investigate the effects of various vdndings by trying thein
ivith this unvfound rotor. As Eany difficulties vvere encountered, the
v;ork proceeded slowly. The outline Y;as not folloT?ed in detail as first
intended.
All instruments v;ere calibrated with bhe liestcn latoratory stand-
ard before operations //ere corjimenced. After "this the first measure-
ments were of the resistance of the stator vjindings.
Art. 23. A testing table(See Plate IX and XXXII)was necessary since
there Vfere not enough instruments. for each person to have an individual
set, and it v/as therefore necessary to make almost all of the connect-
ions every time that an experiment yvss performed. The table was wired
up permanently so that time might be saved in connecting up the instru-
ment s and machine
.
Art.?,4. EXPERIMENT 1. DISTRIBUTION OF FLUX IN TBE STATOR FIELD.
In this experiment the unwound rotor was substituted for the wound one.
On this rotor was wound a coil cf ten turns for exploring the field.
Since the stator has four poles the exploring coil was wound to include
ninety circumferential degrees of the rotor or 180 electrical degrees,
i.e. one complete polsi. This included 9 rotor teeth. On the rotor axle
was fixed a dial with a scale of degrees. This scale moved past a
pointer which indicated the angle through which the exploring coil has
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been moved. The transf cririer action v?as made use of in this investiga-
tion. To the teriiiinals of the exploring coil was connected an alter-
nating current voltir.eter. The flux in the coil at any position was in-
dicated by the voltmeter pointer, the voltage indicated by the voltmeter
being proportional to the flux. During this experiment the frequency
v/as about 85 cycl)ts.
The results are .jlotted on Plate X. Degrees displacement of the
exploring coil from the starting position are plotted as abscissae and
the volt9^1e3 generated in the exploring coil are plotted as ordinates.
The uiper curve is that taken laith a)ll three phases of the stator in
circuit. Belovf this curve is one ?.'hich shows the distribution of flux
vjith only the phase B C in circuit, that is, with single phase input.
With a star connect ion this necessitates having tv*o phases in SiBries.
It Tfill be seen that this is not a smooth curve. The reason for this
is that the rotor and sfator are both of toothed construction. Yihen
in ceiytain positions the magnetic reluctance is less than in other
positions. The first general character of this upper curve which is
noticed besides the irregularity is that there is a general undulation
to the curve. This is accounted for by the fact that the rotor is just
a little eccentric vM.th the stator. The greataist flux comes at the top
vvhere the rotor is slightly closer to the s/^lator -than at the bottom.
The next question is v/hether there is any uniformity atout the irregu-
larities. This curve sho'.7s twelve maximum points. This recalls the
fact that " there are two t imes twelve st at or • t eeth and " three ~t imes t welv 3
rotor teeth. Twelve, theref ore, is the greatest common divisor for the
numbers representing stator teeth and rotor teeth. Since twelve is the
greatest coimov. divisor then a point of maxim.um flux will ?3cur twelve
times in a revolution. This conclusion is borne/out by the results of
the experiment.
On the next Plate XI., is siiown the additional flux necessary at
any position of rotor to make the same flux as when all three phases
aee in circuit. This curve is .plotted on same base as the original
curve, but the ordinates are the differences hetimev. the con'responding
ordinetes of the other tvfo curves.
The points of iraximun^. and m.inirourj: flux when only phase A B or A C
are in circuit are shown connected by dotted lines in the diagram.
Art. 25. Experiment S. VARIATION OF B-.M. P. INDUCED IN TBE' ROTOR COILS
VilTH VARIATION OP STYLE OP V^INDING.
The types of winding are indicated in Plate V.
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Ar'G.Sc. To Treasure the output it v;as at first intended to use a
transmixsion dynamoiiieter but soon it was found thav there ^vas not suf-
ficient ti:ne to complete the designr and construction of such an in-
strument, so a rope brake "ivas substitued. The brake wheel used is re-
presented on Fla/1e XIII. It v/as F;ade of cast iron and turned down thin
enough on the- friction surface to perrriit the heat developed by the
brake to be easily transferred to the water in the v/heel. Much diffi-
culty v.'as experienced in getting brake readings. The pull on the brakd
y;as t.ao unsteady. Often the pointgi' cscillatf^^, over" a space of frorr
ten to fifteen pounds on the spring balance dial. The upper end of the
rope v.-as attached to the top balance snd-to the lower end was attached
a scale pan which contained the weights. Sometimes this worked well '
I
and at others it did not. For heavy loads it is well to have a spring
balanced fastened to the floor and to fasten the lower end of the rope
to this. In bhis esse the top balance is suspended from a screw with
which to adjust the load. The best results were obtained by passing
the lower end of the rope through a pulley which w>is fastened to the
floor, and thence bo a balance suspended frcrn above the pulley. The
rope us3.d was a piece of sash cord w||l soaked in oil and then rubbed
well with powdered soap stonsi. After bhis treatment it was left for
some twenty or twenty-five hours.
Art. 27. Speed observations are among the most imjortant readings
to be taken. Upon the accuracy of this .depends the accuracy of out-
put and efficiency. Moreovjir,if the results are plotted on per cent;,
full load output the ->.hape of each curve depends upon the output and
consequently upon the speed. i"hen the motor is running with a heavy
overload, the added friction caused by pushing against the end of the
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shaft with a speed counter causes a great chanp,e in the speeol. Cn
this account instead of the ordinary speed oounber or t'^- olTO ':^;'-^-;r a
dynamo speed indicator v/as used.
This is a small dynamo v/ith permanent magnets for field. This
dynamo is belted to bhe m',:chine (see Plate a(XI) v/hose speed it is de-
sired to obtain and its terminal connected to a direct current volt-
meter since the fields are permanent and since no current is. taken
from the arm?.ture, except that necessary to o.perate the voltmeter, the
voltage generator v/ill vary directly as the spsied. By experiment this
was^ound to be tirue;it vjjts found that from the direction rotation made
no difference. Prom this fact it foll'ovjs that in taking the speed
throughout an experiment the only thing neces3:ary to calibrate this
speed indicator is to get one point on the curve and then through this
point and the origin dravj a straight line, fhis straight line is the
calibration curve for any given set of conditiions. It is best to
calibrate the indicator for each experimenb for the change of resist-
ance due to temperature and many other factors may com.e in to change
the calibration from day ^o day. The principal precautions to be ob-
served in this connection are to take care to obviate slip of belt arid
to have a clean commutator. The last is best accomplished by taking
the cross section of q ]iece of sash cord and just before each reading
touch the commutator of the speed indicator with it. Oare must be tak'
en that the brushes' do not cut the commutator by the frequent repeti-
tion of this operation. If they begin to cut a touch of oil cn the
commutator vrijjl relieve this. The belt slippage is an impcsrtant fact-
or as v;g11 as one Y/hich it is difficult to prevent, F'or best results
a somev.'hat elastic belt should be used and if belted to a smooth shaft
it may be well to put a layer of adhesive insulating tape around the
shaft to prevent slippaz^^e there. The cord usdd in this v;ork was the
covering of a piece of common drop cord. This was obtained by taking
the stranded conductors out of the piece of flexible drop cord thus
leaving the rubber and cotton insulation inside of the outside braided
covering of the wire. This is satisfactory in every respect.
Art, 28, STKOBOSCOPIC METHOD OF MEASURING "THE SLIP. It was desired
to get accurate measurements of slip in these experiments. Several
methods were suggested and tried but the one adopted was as indicated
in diagram on Plate XIV. ^:A\
S.i'.is the pulley on a small synchronous motor which is run from
the same supply which furnishes current for the induction motor I.M.
(S3>e.also Fla.te IX) being tested. A,B,C,and D are brushes mn the pul-
leys and dressed off flush with the surfaces. From the diagram it

v/ill be seen that when none of the brushes are on insulauojo' points
there is a complete circuit through the telephone receiver R and bat-
tJry B. This causes the diaphragm of the receiver to be held towards
its magnet. If either one f or D is on an insulated point there is
still a complete circuit through the other brush and the telephone
diaphragm still makes no noise, (A and C are never on insulated points)
If now both F and D are on insulated points the circuit through the
telephone is broken and a sound is heard. There \vill be a vibration
of the diaphragm as long as E and K break at the same time. As soon
as one machine either gains or losses sufficiently for the breaks in
the circuit not to come at the same time then no sound will be heard
in the telephone, a condition remaining until one machine has gained
Dr lost a revolution on the other.
The reason for having tjvo insulated points on S.v'.is that this
motor has eight poles -and the induction motor has four, or in other
v;ords the synchronous motor's R. ?.!.'. is .just half the synchronous R.P.l'.
of the induction motor. Therefore Y*hen the induction motor i-oses one-
half revolution on the synchronous motor it is equivalent to losing
one revolution on a four pole synchronc.vs motor.
If the maximum slip to be read is, say 10 per cent, then the insulat-
ed points on one wheel as K must be at least 10 per cent., of the cir-
cumference, otherv/ise some breaks v,'ill be missed. Instead of the tele-
phone receiver, may be substituted a bell vfhich rings on the back stroke
or a relay and local circuit. The bell does not work as vfell as the
telephone on account of the inductance and hyst3Tesis in the bell mag-
nets.
Sometimes it may be more convenient to use tvjo ^.ake -contacts in
series instead of the tv/o break-contacts in parallel as ©sed here.
Art. 29. Experiment 3. This is the first brake test of the series.
The voltage 7;as kept constant at 550 volts. C\7ing to the iaccuracy of
the speed mieasur^ments by the lleston speed -indicator '•ysing' a?flexi'ble
sha ft instead of the belt to connect the small dynamo to the motor
whose speed v/as desired, this experiment is not entirely r.at isf actory.
InstEad of using the speed as originally taken, in the final calculat-
aions,an approximation to the probable speed vjas miade in the foliowing
way:
The speed as recorded ??as used to calculate the horse power and
then this speed was plotted on a load 'input base. Hext a smooth curve
was drawn through the geometrical mean of the 'speed points and from
this curve speeds were taken for the different readings and from these
speeds the final results were calculated.
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One peculiar fact is the bending back of all the curves. See Plate XVI
This is clue tc the fact that the speed feil off to 3.uch an extent that
although the torque continually increased, the output yr.is less than at
previous points.
Instead of using a spring balance on the lov;er end of the brake rop
5
a scale pan and weights 7/ere suspended therefror/i. This usually gives
very steady readings, but in adjusting the load fluctuations accur so
that a gradually increasing load can not be a]plied. This is a dis-
advantage in so far as the speed of the inotor changes very much while
the load is being adjusted, and as the speed chagges.
The general sloping chara.cter of., the curves iTiay be seen froir. Plate
XVI. These curves shovj the characteristics of the motor better than
they can be described in v/ords.
Art. 30. Experiment 4, is similar tc experiment 3. The results are
plotted on Pla.tes XVTI and XVIII.
Art, 31. Experiment 5 is simiilar to experiments 3 and 4.
Experiments 3 and 4 are not so much to be relied upon as experiment
5 because of the brake being nfet quifet enough to give reliable readings.
Moreover, the generator speed vvas much more variable in experiments Nos.
3 and 4 than, in No. 5. The results are plotted on Plates XIX and XX.
Art. 32. Experiment 6 vjas taken under the sair.e conditions as experi-
ments 3,4, and 5 ivith the exception of voltage. In this case the volt-
age v'jas 525 volts. For the results see Plates XXI and XXII.
Art. 32. Experiment 7 was t-:ken under the same conditions as above'
except that the voltage was 500. The results are plotted on Plates
XXIII and XIV.
Art. 34. In experiment 8 the sta"^or coils were connected delta. The
voltage across the line in this case was such as to give the same pres-
sure across any one coil as it had when connected star. This voltage
is that which is measured from the line to the neutral in a star con-
nection, and equals (1/ 3) times the line. voltage of star connection.
The same normal voltage of the line when the sta'lor is star con-
nected is 550 volts, theref ore with this same stator mesh connected the
applied voltage should be 550/ 3=317.5 volts. Results are plotted
on Plafes XXV. and XXVI.
Art. 35. Experiment 9 was operated under the same conditions except
for voltate as experiment S. The voltage in this case coiiresponds to
500 volts when stator is connected star, and therefore is
500/ 3=268.7.
As amatter. of fact this. experiment. was run at. 289.2 volts due to an
error. in the voltmeter.
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Art.oc. Experiment 10 was rather qualitative than quantitative.
Tfc consists of a short run vdth the motor connectec) first as a 3-phase
uiotor empty and then as a single phase empty, then as single phase with
small load. Owing to a break down in the generating system this run
was no'c. made as a complete run. The results as single phase motor are
plotted on Plate XXIX
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CHAPTER V.
GENERAL PERB'ORMAKCE.
Arb.S7. The general characteristics ol" perf orr;-anGe can be ssen from
curves on the plates. The peculiar turning' back of most of the curves
is due to the output being smaller even thougli;as' often happened, the
torque was increased. One trouble with the experiments was in getting
points near break dovm. This v/as due partly to the fact that the gen-
erator E.M.F, could not be kept constant except by hand regulation and
unless someone staid at the regulator the voltage v/ould drop as soon
as the speed dropped a little, this in turn caused the generator E.M.F.
to drop more and thus the machine would break doY/n before the real
break dov/n load at that voltage,
Art.oE. First glance at the curves shcv/s that the break down points
vary at a greater rate than the first power of the voltage.
In the discussion of the results, experiments 5 for l-TorKal condi-
tions star connected, 6 for 585 volts,? for 5CG volts, 8 for 317.5 volts
mesh connected corresponding to 550 star,S for 289 volts mesh corres-
ponding to 5GC volts star connected. These experiments vjers taken un-
der the most satisfactory conditions.
Art.se. STUDY OP SLIP CURVE. As seen by the slip curves ajsd also
by the R. P. '.'.curves the speed falls off almost in a straight line till
over load. For any^^iven load the per cent slip varies about inverse-
ly as the voltage. At corresponding voltage the speed is saintained
better until break do'vn '.Then the stator coils are star connected.
Art. 40 The true efficiency is higher for 525 volts than for 550.
The ap^parent efficiency is about the same, but is better maintained at
525. At 500 volts both the t^ue and the apparent efficiencies are bet-
ter. The apparent eff iciency,ho7fever, is but little better. With the
mesh connection the efficiencies average aiout the same as with the
star connection, but have a less gradual rise and a flatter top.
Art. 41. The povrer facotr is the direct cause for the diffsx-ence be-
tv7een the true and apparent efficiencies and consequently varies in
about the same manner.
In this connection it might be w$ll to explain whaf is meant
throughout this discussion by the term power factor in a three phase
system.
It is as used here:-
• true v.'attg__
For star connect ion= as usual
apparent watts
\
2S
,
The apparent v;atts=Ix(E>^l/2xl/cos30°)x3
Tfhen I-current flovdng in the line=l/2 sum of tvio a.mineter
readings.
E=voltage across the line.
See Plate
For delta connection a. "parent watts=Ex(I-l/2-l/cosoC°)><3.
When E is as before the voltage across the line
and I is the current flov/ing in the line.
The affiffleters were in line circuit in all experiments. When the systerri
is balanced and true three phase, all amnieters should read alike.
FroiTi the above it is seen that
Apparent 7(atts=Exl5< 3
_
pru e iiS-j-ius
or power iactor=
^
This is true for either star or delta if E is E.M.E. across line,
and I is the current in the line. This may be reduced to readings in
Tjhich I is the current in any one phase of a delta connection, or "here
E is the voltage across any one coil for star connection.
Art. 44. In these curves the curved marked apparent, equivalent .re-
sistance is obtained by using for apparent equivalent resistance the
energy component of the E.M. P. across the line divided by the current
flowing in the line, i.e;-
"
•
.
E-coscp
app.equiv.?i.=
^
The characteristic feature of this curve is shovrn in the diagram.
Art. 42. CGNDITIC>!S FOR CMSTANT SPEED. If the speed were kept oon-
sant,the torque would be a straight line. As seen in the plates the
torque has a very slight curve until the notor begins to break down.
It then begins to curve faster.
Art. 43. EPPICIENCY AKD OUTPUT. Apparent K.W.is not plotted since
it is a constant times the current and would therefore if plotted to
a suitable chosen scale be the same curve as the current curve. The
true efficiency is a direct function of the true K.Tl. input. Pror/: this
it will be seen thaf the input should be about the same with 5CC volts
impressed as with 520 impressed and less than for 550 impressed volts.
Art. 45. CURPEHT VS. POVIEP. PACTOP. The current varies inversel|5
as the power factor.
Art. 48. SUMMARY. The inference be be derived from these tests may
be said to be in general that the delta connection gives flatter
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curves then the star connection. The area under the curve for either
delta or star connection is about the same.
This machine vrorks more efficiently below norr:ial volta/^e. The
effect upon the line is not so serious when the stator is mesh con-
nected. There are no results in the data of these experiments to in-
dicate this, but Yihen taking the experiment there was not nearljpr so
much need of chaniUn'-^ the excitation of the geeeratoi- to keep the volt-
age constant.
Much more than this was attempted in this work, but owing to limit
cf time and various other causes nothing was accomplished except what
is herein noted.
It would be interesting and instructive to investiiga-te the E.M,F,s
induced in the rotor at various loads,
.
This would help explain some of
the actions. An attempt was made to do this but no results were ob-
tained. This was tried by wrapping a ceil of 20 turns of fine wire so
as to include just, the flux that one rotor coil includes, the terminals
being led out $o sl pair. of slip rings which were connected by brushes
to a voltmeter. This vias tried but no readings could be obtained on
the voltmeter. An ammeter was substituted for the voltmeter and a
slight reading was obtained but no records taken as the readings were
no t reproducable.
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